INQUIRY
Inquire to explore
Discovery is the inquiry
Everything is an inquiry
Inquiry is the solution to boredom
Every sentence that starts with Which,
What
When, Where or How is an inquiry
All the time we should inquire.
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INQUIRY
Inquiry , questioning and asking.
Noting down, learning and
searching .
Exploring the whole world
Questions popping into our mind.
We ask a lot of questions,
And we discover a lot,
Why is this like this not like that,
What should we do?
Questioning is Inquiry,
So Ask and Inquire.
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INQUIRY
Once I had a doubt?
who was born first on the Earth?
I thought ,thought, thought and
It led to questioning.
First God was born in heaven,
Then God created a person and
Then life continues.
But now I have another doubt!
Will the Earth become empty one day?
I am thinking.
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INQUIRY
Scientist inquire all day long
About what is right and what is wrong
Some think about the stars at night
And some think about chemicals- Red,
Blue and Green
In school we do this all day long
Math is where we mostly need it
The best task to do is inquiring.
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INQUIRY
Inquiry is about asking questions.
In our subjects like Maths,
Science, Social Studies.
Like a small child
who likes to know about the world
I like to know so much.
My mind inquires about so many things.
Inquiry in every small, tiny thing.
In homework, activities etc.
INQUIRE, INQUIRE!
So many inquiries in everything!
Why so many exams , why so much studies?
My little mind is always inquiring.
Oh yes, I am learning!
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INQUIRY
Inquiry, Inquiry! Everybody has an inquiry.
Inquirers are scientists, discoverers etc.
We are inquirers while in test, class etc.
It fills our mind with doubt,
But then lets us learn about something
It can help explore things
Like someone found an underwater temple
And, Shah Jahan made Taj Mahal
Inquiry, Inquiry everybody has inquiry
Inquiry is very important
There could be just inquiry, just inquiry.
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INQUIRY
There was a judge,
There was a lawyer ,
A court filled with evidence,
criminals and cases,
Files and files filled with
reports.
Only one thing needed for the
Truth, the correct result,
Enquiry.
Need to know who, how, why
and so on.
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INQUIRY
Questions, Questions,
Questions,
Stuck in my head.
Who will answer them all,
To fulfill my tale.
Curiosity takes us to wonders
and dangers,
Don’t answer questions
asked by strangers.
Stars and galaxies, name
them one by one,
Hope there are not more than
a hundred and one.
Questions, Questions. Do
you have them too?
Hope you find your answers
and never give up to!
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INQUIRY
Everybody needs inquiry,
Of something or the other.
Inquiry of the crime scene,
Of the busy roads of US
Inquiry of the material used,
to make the Taj Mahal in India
Inquiry of the nuclear radiation,
Of the huge bomb dropped in Japan
Inquiry of the vast forests in Brazil,
Inquiry of the Sphinx in Africa,
Inquiry of the volcanoes in Iceland ,
Everywhere only inquire.
Inquiry, Inquiry , Inquiry.
Keep Inquiring!
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INQUIRY
I inquire my Math teacher
About the doubts I have.
The questions that fill my mind
But any how I don’t like Math.
I inquire myself
Why Math was made?
Why did people become
mathematicians?
How do people do math?
I inquire ,I inquire.
I inquire ,I inquire.
Why people like Math,
But anyhow I don’t like Math.
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INQUIRY
I inquire like anything
It feels like a sound ding-dong-ding
And I ask questions about everything
Not only about studies, also for many things.
Once I asked so many questions about Kings
My teacher explained about so many things.
Oh how I got to know so much
Asking reveals such
Wonderful things.
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INQUIRY
Inquiry! I always inquire,
About subjects and games.
I inquire about,
My life and goal.
It takes me to a world full of
Amazement and astonishment.
Inquiry, Inquiry, Inquiry
This world is full of inquiry
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